A compact alphabetic form of the Morse code is constructed following some simple rules. It is mostly useful in learning the Morse code and using it in writing form.
Introduction
Morse code has been very helpful in basic long-distance communications, amateur communications, emergency or improvised calls due to the simplicity of the basic characters it uses. Its main disadvantage though is the difficulty in learning and using it in more casual situations, where normal alphabetic writing is preferred.
We present a restating of the Morse code in an alphabet form which can be used in writing and for learning purposes. Being able to cursively read and write Morse code would improve its learning. The Morse alphabet below is essentially a compact graphical form of the Morse code.
The alphabet is constructed from the International Morse code [1] by applying the following transformations: Some characters have a second, more compact form in which the elements are arranged both left-to-right and up-to-down; this happens for letters C, F and L. The alphabet composed of Morse symbols is presented in Figure 1 . Punctuation marks have been represented as symbols too by applying the rules above. However, the symbols for punctuation marks are quite clumsy and the normal typographic marks may be used instead in writing. 
